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ESC comments on PRI 330 feedback 

To: UTC 
From: Emoji Subcommittee 
Date: 2016-11-06 

 
Comments on http://www.unicode.org/review/pri330/feedback.html ; 
the items that may need discussion are: 1, 6, and 8; we think the others do not or are covered by other agenda 
items. 
 

1. Aug 11 Roozbeh feedback: 
a. emoji presentation and variation selectors in sequences, discuss in meeting 

i. Limit sequences to non-component chars 
b. UN flag, review note for meeting 

2. Aug 12 Gender feedback (E, Buff): 
a. Gender options for PREGNANT WOMAN, BRIDE WITH VEIL, MAN IN TUXEDO and 

MAN IN BUSINESS SUIT LEVITATING, MAN WITH GUA PI MAO 
b. Non-binary and/or neutral options for professions, other people 
c. Paul Hunt has prepared an individual contribution L2/16-317. This involves both 3 new 

gender-nonspecific people characters to add, as well as additional data updates to consider for a 
future version of emoji data (including emoji-fying an additional symbol). 

3. Aug 15 Overington: we do say a ZWJ image has to be a sensible visual ligature of elements 
4. Aug 19 Stomps: This is fixed in the draft beta version 
5. Aug 12 Päper: There is no need to assign similar properties to similar characters 
6. Aug 25 Burge: Partly fixed, the current annotation is “people/men/women with bunny ears partying” (to 

address completely we would remove the “partying” aspect to an annotation). Can forward UTC 
recommendation to CLDR 

7. Aug 26 Burge: Fixed, current names are “man/woman wearing turban” 
8. Aug 26 Päper: Typos noted; will clarify the language about presentation of ZWJ sequences. TODO 
9. Aug 28 - Sep 28  Dunn, TL, Brown: Gender issues (non-binary, pregnant man) - See b.iii  
10. Oct 11 O’Toole: We already have 2 shrimp, U+1F990 is the animal without breading (Unicode 9), 

U+1F364 is fried shrimp with breading.  
11. Oct 19 Miyamura: Yellow reminder ribbon (and by extension other colors). Does not have a proposal. 
12. Oct 21 Ewell: There are documents about flags in the registry. 
13. Oct 24 Overington: Possible clarification, emoji can  include abstract symbols. 
14. Oct 31 Edberg: Turn into a doc, add to registry: done. L2/16-332 
15. Oct 31 Davis: Turn into doc, add to registry: done. 
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